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Proposed referendum
could increase student fees
es in the requested uses of funds by tion is to advise the president on the
an ever-growing number of IKA- allocation of IK A fee revenues,
eligible activities.”
according to the Web site.
The C'anipus Foe Advisory
The Instructionally Related
The current non-athletics IK A
CÀ)inmittec (('FA(') is considering a
Activities Advisory C'ommittee fee is $6.94 per quarter for students.
proposal to increase student
The proposed increase
Instructionally U,elated
would be $10.00, mak
Activities (11^A) fees. If
ing the quarterly fee for
It IS approved, the pro
students $16.94. Spiller
posal will be on the lialsaid the proposal con
-Logging Team
lot for students winter
-Agricultural Judging
tains no other phased
quarter.
-Debate/Reader’s Theater
-Model United Nations
increases.
The
referendum
-Drama
-National Agricultural
“One-time
funds
would only affect non
Marketing
Association
-Symphonic Band
(mostly from the stateathletics IK A programs,
general
fund and C'al
-Tiger
Team
-Art Exhibits
wliich include agricul
Poly Academic Affairs)
-Mustang Daily
-Intercollegiate Athletics
ture judging, rodeo, the
have provided addi
-Radio KCPR
-Dance (Orchesis)
equestrian team, musi
tional support for IK A
-Combined Choir
'Marching Band
cal
ensembles,
art
activities recently, but
exhibits, the solar car
-Programming TeaniD
-Horse Show Team
this money is going
club, campus media,
-Jazz Band
-Assc. Landscape
away next year,” he
Kose Float team and
Contractors
said.
many others.
With the decre,ise in
“For several years a
sources of funding,
GRAPHIC BY lO l lSK 1H )1 BY
financial problem has
Spiller said net funds for
been developing for C'al I’oly s pmthe 2(M)C)-07 year would decrease by
gram of non-athletics Instructionally (IK AAC'), comprised of administra about $121,(MK).
Kelated Activities,” music depart tors, facultN’ and students, will take a
Eight newly eligible programs
ment Chair William T. Spiller said. preliminary vote on the proposal were added in 2(K)5-Of), but the
“Increases in the sources of funding befoa- it is put in the hands of stu
have failed to keep up with increas- dents. The IKAACfs primary funcsee Referendum, page 2
Emily Logan
MUSTAN(i DAILY

IRA Programs Potentially Impacted

Fire Department hires new chief
the
Northridge
Earthquake in 1994,
MUS TANK. I «All Y
the Los Angeles fiaThe San Luis
storms in 1993 and the
Obispo
Fire
Rodney King riots in
I lepartment will
1992.
operate under a
“He’s a seasoned
new chief as of
pmfessional who’s seen
Tuesday, N ltv. 1.
it all and could teach us
John C'allahan, a
some new things hea-,”
former
deputy
said
C'ity
chief of the Los
Administrative Officer
Angeles Caty FiaKen Hampian, who
1lepartment, will
appointed CTllahan.
be sworn in during
Hampian also com
John Callahan
the
next
Caty
mented on C'allahan’s
Canincil meeting.
strong backgaTund in
C'allahan will bring over 32 years of emergency a-sponse and extensive
experience to his new position. As the involvement in running a fia- depart
commander of operations at Los ment as a-asons for hiring him.
Angeles C'aty Fia- Department, he
“He came out on top because of
acted as commander of the Fire his extraordinary experience,” he said.
Suppa-ssion and Rescue liua-au and
In seeing Hurricane Katrina’s devoversaw disaster pa-paredness. He has ^stating aftermath, San Luis Obispo
also been dia-ctly involved in numer- h^s adopted the nation’s high priority
ous emergency situations including
disaster pa-paration. Having some

James Mellor

one as experienced as C'allahan in that
aa-a will help with the community’s
papaa-dness, Hampian added.
However, it doesn’t tike an emer
gency situation for Callahan to inter
act with community. During his years
.IS a chief in Los Angeles he formed a
wellness pmgram in partnership with
Cal State Northridge’s kinesiology
department. The paigram was
designed to help older fia-fighters stay
in shape and take care of their bodies,
('allahan said he is looking forward to
moving to San Luis Obispo and
c-stablishing a relationship with both
the community and ('al Poly.
“It’s a great city, not because it’s a
sleepy little town,” ('allahan said. “It’s
got the energy and enthusiasm of
19,(KK) students, plus the number that
go to Cuesta, that energizes the
town,” he said while stating his inter
est in purchasing season tickets for ('al
Poly sporting events.
see Fire, page 2
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Students can fill prescriptions for birth control at the pharmacy in
the Health Center, contraceptives such as condoms are also available.

H ealth Center to offer sale sex
and contraception workshop
Jonathan Drake
MUSTANC. DA IIY

Information about birth con
trol and advice on medical choic
es regarding birth control meth
ods are available at (!al Poly’s own
Health (T-nter.
Located in building 27 next to
the Kec (T-nter and Peer Health
Education, the Health O u te r has
a team specifically trained for sex
information
called
EKOS
(Educational
Resources
on
Sexuality).
This team has a workshop on
Oct. 28 from 8:10 to 9:45 a.m. in
the (Christopher (Cohan (Center,
(building 6, room 124), which
will focus on contraception and
sexually transmitted infections.
“The workshops are morefriendly to walk-ins getting infor
mation. It is kind of anonymous,”
said earth science sophomore
Stevc Visosky, an assistant at the
EKOS office.
A full pharmacy is located
upstairs where students can fill
prescriptions for both birth con
trol and other prescribed medica
tion. Because the pharmacy is on
campus and supported by student
fees, pharmacists can fill prescrip
tions at lower prices than most

third party pharmacies like those
located in grocery stores.
Next to the pharmacy is also a
window where students can pur
chase over-the-counter birth
control items like condoms. The
(California State University system
sells Kimono brand condoms, but
other brands are available through
EKOS.
Peer Health Education lists the
EKOS team as an informational
source for HIV/AIDS and sexual
assault or harassment in its current
brochure.
The Economic Opportunity
Commission
(EOCC)
Health
('.litiic is also open to all students
for sexual health information,
located off campus at 705 (»rade
Ave. The office provides free and
confidential information on con
doms and other birth control
methods, emergency contracep
tion (the m orning after pill),
pregnancy tests and counseling,
and HIV/STI checks and treat
ment.
Visitors can walk in and grab a
free “Safer Sex Pack,” which
includes 30 condoms and 2 fla
vored lubricants placed in a
Chinese food takeout box.
see Health, page 2
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Referendum
continued from page 1

number is usually more like two or three,
said Vice Orovost for Academic Programs
and Undergraduate Education W. David
Camn.
“The first to gain would be current pro
grams, whose budgets have sutlered a lot in
the last 10 to 15 years,” Spiller said. “Second
to benefit will be those new programs
which arise because some funding will be
available for growth. IK A applicants receive
a very rigorous review, so new programs
will be held to the same level of account
ability as current programs.”
With programs being added regularly,
Spiller said the increase is necessary to sus
tain the existing and forthcoming prt)grams.
“If the referendum doesn’t pass, a num
ber of programs would see their budgets

Fire
continued from page I

“I look forward to working with the fire
fighters who are there now. They’ve been
doing an excellent job so far and 1 look forwaal to helping them,” C^allahan said.
Callahan and his wife, Lynne, have been
planning to move to San Luis Obispo for a
w'hile because of its surrounding beauty and
close proximity to family.
“When the job became available I wasn’t
IcKiking for a job, but it was just too perfect,”

cut, others would most likely be eliminat
ed, and it would be difficult to start up
new IK A programs,” Spiller said.
C'onn said the fee increase would help
IKA programs be financially stable for the
future.
“Since Cal l\aly has built its reputation
m part on the level of participation of its
students... we believe it is especially
important at this university to maintain
and possibly enhance an ongoing and
financially secure IKA program,” Cx>nn
said.
Both the CFAC and the IKAAC are
co-chaired by the ASI president and have
many student voting members. Focus
groups have also been held to find out
student reactions to the proposed fee
raise.
To find out more information about
the proposal and IKA programs in gener
al, visit www.academics.calpoly.edu/lKA.

he said.
Callahan will acquire the position from
current Battalion Chief Tom Zeuler, who
has been acting as chief since Wolfgang
Knabe left the department in June.
After working as the fire chief for three
years, Knabe said he decided to leave the
department when he received an offer from
the Fullerton Fire Department for “better
pay and better benefits, which enabled me to
be closer to my family.”
“I had a lot of anxiety (about leaving San
Luis Obispo) because 1 love the community,”
Knabe said. “But I had a financial commit
ment to my family.”

BR EA K IN G N EW S
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UPDATED AT THE SPEED OF COLLEGE LIFE

In C’alifornia, emergency contraception is
available from trained pharmacists without a
doctor prescription.To find approved pharma
cies, call (800) 323-1.536.
Although walk-ins are welcome at the
EOC',
appointments are encouraged to
reduce waiting time by calling 489-4026. The
EOC' will also be hosting a clinic this Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The EC')C Health Center can be reached at
544-2498 for more information.

Health
continued from page I

EOC' also offers a pamphlet with detailed
information on emergency contraception,
hormonal methods, intrauterine contracep
tion (lUC), barrier methods such as condoms,
spermicides, sterilization and lactation amen
orrhea methods (LAM). Details and descrip
tions on these methods are in the pamphlet.

Education best w ay for addicts 1o reform
lems,” Angell said, “and putting roadblocks in the
way of education makes society worse.”
A provision in the Higher Education Act in
1998 made students with drug convictions ineli
gible for postsecondary financial aid, such as stu
dent loans. Bell grants, supplemental educational
opportunity grants and the federal work-study
program. First-time offenders convicted of drug
possession arc ineligible for aid for one year.
Second-time offenders are denied for two years,
and after a third conviction, offenders have no
chance of receiving financial aid.
A conviction of selling controlled substances
yields morc stringent consequences.
Drug offenders who go through a drug reha
bilitation program can have their ineligibility
repealed, but financial assistance is not provided to
enter into these programs.
It IS not appropriate for congress to appoint
administrators as monitors for drug offenders, said
1)ebt>rah McCracken, C'SUF director of financial
aid.
The report stated that between the academic
years of 2001-02 and 2(M)3-04, nationwide an
estimated 29,0(M) to 41,(MK) students per year
would have received student loans if not for their
drug convictions. The number of students
deterred from applying for financial aid because
of the provision is not known.

Danielle Torricelli
DAILY TITAN (CAL STATE-FULLF.RT( )N)

FULLEKTON — Denying convicted drug
offenders financial aid for postsecondary educa
tion does not deter drug use, according to a recent
government study.
The Cîovernment Accountability Office con
ducted a study analyzing the effectiveness of
withholding federal a.ssistance benefits from peo
ple convicted of buying or selling illegal sub
stances. The study, “Drug Offenders; Various
Factors May Linut the Impacts of Federal Laws
That Provide for Denial of Selected Benefits,” was
released Sept. 27.
Lori Phelps, president elect of the California
Association for Alcohol and 1)rug Educators and
a California State University at Fullerton human
services lecturer, said in an e-mail that she believes
denying drug offenders access to educational
a.ssistance exacerbates the problems associated
with drug use.
“The GAO confirmed what students have
been saying for years,” said Tom Angell, campaigns
director of Students for Sensible Drug PolityThe
GAO is the Cîovernment Accountability Office,
which is a nonpartisan congressional agency that
audits federal programs.
“Education is the solution to the drug prob-
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«KTOBERFEST
PRESENTED BT NEW ROCK 1 0 7 . J AND FIRESTONE WALKER FINE ALES
A IL BEER PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT HOSPICE OF SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTT

OCTOBER 2 2 ,2 0 0 5
FROM11:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
FEATURING TRIO INTERNATIONALE (COVER POLKA BAND), RESINATION (REGGAE BAND) S SIKO
EVENT LOCATED AT FIRESTONE WALKMi BREWING (OfIPANT AT 1400 RAMADA DRIVE IN PASi) ROBLES

SIDEWALK SALE

TKKETS ARE AVAILABLE FOR $w.co/EACH AT ALL VALLITIX OUTLETS, (HARGE AT
5484,
ONLINE AT VALLITIX COM OR AT EITHER FIRESTONE WALKER LOCATION TKKETS IIKLUDE A D M M ,
1/2 LITER STEIN AND EVENT T-SHIRT (FOR THE FIRST 1,000 PEOPLE THROUGH THE DOOR).

ONE HALKER AND NEN R 0(K
REHIND YOU TO DRINK REiPONi BEY
AND NEVER DRINK AND DR VE.

Save up to 75%

IRß

on Cal Poly clothing & emblematic gifts,
seasonal gifts, general reading &
reference books, computer accessories,
school, office & art supplies,
textbooks and more!
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California wine grape harvest bigger than expected

S^I E R O l D S E N T E N C 'i N G
BALCO
founder Victor
Conte arrived at
a federal court
house in San
Francisco,
Tuesday, where
he was sen
tenced to eight
months as part
of a plea deal
for his role as
mastermind
behind a
scheme to pro
vide profession
al athletes with
undetectable
performanceenhancing
drugs.
ASStH'.IAlHl) I'RKSS

B A L C O founder Conte
gets eight months
David Kravets
ASSOCIAThI) I'kESS

SAN FRANCISCX) — Victor
(X)iite was sc'ntenccd to eight
months Tuesday as part ot a plea
deal for his role as mastermind
behind a scheme to provide profes
sional athletes with undetectable
performance-enhancing drugs.
'CXmte, who will spend four
months in prison and four months
in home confinement, started the
Bay
Area
Laboratory
C oOperative. I he lab, according to
court records, counted dozens of
prominent athletes among its
clients, including Barry Bonds,
Jason Ciiambi, Marion Jones and
others.
James Valente, BAl.CX')’s vice
president, was sentenced to proba
tion after pleading guilty to

reduced charges of steroid distribu
tion. Cireg Anderson, Barry Bonds’
trainer, was sentenced to six
months after pleading guilty to
money laundering and a steroid
distribution charge. He must spend
three months behind bars and three
months in home confinement.
The case prompted pro sports to
stitTen steroid policies and thrust
performance-enhancing drugs into
the spotlight. THCi, a onceunknown steroid discovered in the
investigation, is now banned
throughout sports.
Conte pleaded guilty in July to
money laundering and a steroid
distribution charge; dozens of
counts were dropped. Anderson
and Conte remain free on bond
and are scheduled to surrender to

Michelle Locke
ASS(H lATEO PRESS

NAPA — Cirapes from the
2(M).S harvest are starting their
journey to the bottle, tumbling
onto conveyor belts up and down
C’alifornia in a shining blur of
vivid green and rich purple.
This year, the harvest is bigger
than expected, causing a few
headaches but bringing tentative
predictions this will be a vintage
year for the multibillion-dollar
industry.
“The good news is we have .i
lot of grapes. The bad news is we
have a lot of grapes,” joked Steve
Devitt, winemaker for I )arioush
in the Napa Valley.
Or as Randy Ullom, wine
ASMK IAI hO PRESS
master for Sonoma CXiunty- Grapes from the 2005 harvest are starting their journey to the bottle,
based Kendall-Jackson put it, tumbling onto conveyor belts up and down California in a shining blur
“We’re going to hand out life of vivid green and rich purple.
preservers pretty soon because of
all the grapes and the juice.”
Temecula-area grower Ben Drake, fruit as It rum bles a lo n g co n v ey o r
State officials estimate this year’s chairman of the hoard of the belts, tlick iiig o u t leaves, debris and
crop will be 3.2 million tons, up 15 California
Association
of any grapes that d o n ’t lo o k righ t.
percent from last year's 2.7H million Winegrape Cirowers.
After that the berries are pumped
tons.
Winemaker Devitt was surprised into tanks where fruit is gently
The larger-than-expected crop by the bounty. “The berry weight is crushed under its own weight.
could cause some short-term sur so much more than we anticipated.
In some areas, the growing sea
pluses, but industry observers don't Some of it doesn’t make viticultur- son started early this year and then
expect the kind of glut that forced al sense.” he said.
turned cool and wet, giving grapes
some growers to rip out vines in
The harvest was expected to he time to develop fuller flavors with
the early 2(K)()s.
finished by early November, with out reaching the high sugar levels
Still, some growers had extra workers bringing in tubs and bins that result in high alcohol levels.
grapes on their hands because most to wineries all over the state.
Some were hoping for a vintage
winemakers contract in advance for
on
par with or perhaps even better
At Darioush.a winery known for
fruit and don’t have the need or its signature cabernet sauvignon than 1997, a “huge year with great
capacity for more.
and for a distinctive design modeled quality.” Ullom said.
“Everyone’s just jazzed heyoiul
“I’ve had to scramble amund to after the Persian city of Persepolis,
try to get homes for some of my incoming grapes get a thorough belief,” Ullom said. “This is going
fruit that was additional,” said going over. Workers monitor the to set the tone for this decade.

see Conte, page 4

We have a history
of finding exceptional
consultants. If they
don’t find us first.
Career Fair (Chumash .Auditorium) - October 13
Information Session ( i he Sandwich Factory)October 19, 6:00 PM ~ 8:00 PM
IS.A Presentation (Building 3 - Koom 113)( ktober 20, 11:00 AM - 12:(M) PM
SIIPF, Presentation (Building 52 - Room B5) October 20, 6:(X) PM - 7:(M) PM

• Resumes due to Mustang .lobs and www.deloittc.com - (Xtober 24

Think. Commit. Do.

Deloitte.
Audit. Tax. Consulting. Financial Advisory.

Thursday October 27 at 8:00 pm
$5.00 for tickets

Puschase of ticket is donated to buy a
wheelchair for .someone in need in Belize.

At the Fremont Theater, downtown San Luis Obispo
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Conte

Sept. 11 memorial museum: Sirens and
voicemail w ill create a you-are-there eflPect

continued front page 3

prison authorities 1)ee. 1.
U.S. Attorney Kevin Ryan in San
Franc isco has said the plea deals were
spurred in part by weak steroid laws
and by the fact that some of the
chemicals were not banned at the
time.
Irack coach Remi Ktsrchemny is
expected to get probation at a later
sentencing date.
Still, authorities are now taking
aim at the alleged HALC'O suppliers.
Last month, the authorities raided
a laboratory in Champaign, 111.,
headed by Patrick Arnold, who’s
known for introducing the steroid
precursor androstenedione to the
U.S. Andro came to public attention
in 1998 when St. Louis Cardinals
slugger Mark McCiwire said he used
It when breaking baseball’s home
run record.

Amy Westfeldt
ASSOCIATED I'lCESS

NEW YORK — Visitors to the
Sept. 11 memorial museum could
relive the 20(»1 terrorist attacks in
an “immersive” area that sur
rounds them with pictures of the
falling towers, the sounds of police
sirens and the last words of some
of those who died at the World
Trade Center.
The first piece of steel to be hit
by a hijacked jet — as well as lot
tery tickets and keys pulled from
ground zero, and a contemplative
area where visitors can leave per
sonal messages — are among other
proposed exhibits for the muse
um.
The plans, presented in public
workshops over the past month,
otTer the first glimpse of an insti
tution that is likely to become one
of the country’s most visited
museums. The ideas are also likely
to prompt sensitive questions of
how to tell the story of Sept. 11.
Recently, a proposed freedom
museum was removed from the
space that had been reserved for it
at ground zero, after the World
Trade Center families and others

The Cal Poly Housing
Corporation's Annual
Audit has been completed
for FY 2004-05.
Copies are available to the
Public at the Foundation
Administration Building
#15.
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bitterly complained that the muse
um could foster inappropriate
debate about Sept. 11 at the site of
the attacks.
The memorial museum would
be built around the twin towers’
footprints and a slurry wall that
are the last remnants of the trade
center. Visitors would view
exhibits while descending to the
footprints 70 feet below street
level, and then walk up again.
“The idea is to move people
from devastation to renewal to
recovery,” said museum planner
Jeff Howard.
Howard, hired to develop
exhibits by the Lower Manhattan
Development Corp., the agency
overseeing the rebuilding, said the
museum would have an “iconic
artifact” such as a large piece of
steel from the trade center near
the entrance. Family members
who want to privately mourn
their loved ones will be able to
board an elevator directly to a sep
arate room where victims’ uniden
tified remains will be encased.
Employee II) cards, paper
weights with the city skyline
dominated by the twin towers and
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MOM isn’t here, eat
dessert first, we won’t tell.

china from the Windows on the
World restaurant would be part of
an exhibit about the history and
importance of the trade center,
Howard said. The mementos
would serve as “touchstones to
elicit memories of the place,” he
said.
Visitors would have a choice of
two ways to experience the events
of Sept. 11, when hijacked jetlin
ers slammed into the towers, caus
ing their collapse and the deaths
of 2,749 people.
One exhibit would focus on a
fact-based account of the attack in
New York, as well as the crashes of
hijacked jets into the Pentagon
and a Pennsylvania, field. The
other, “immersive” experience
would try to make visitors feel as
if they were in the towers, with
the sounds of sirens and even
voicemail messages left on Sept.
11 by those who died. The exhib
it “is not necessarily appropriate
for children,” Howard said.
He said he was responding to
advisers and family wishes that the
attacks be recounted exactly as
they happened.
“We are very, very concerned
about revisionist history,” said
Charles Wolf, whose wife died at
the trade center. “While we that
lived through it are there, we want
this thing nailed down in the next
five years.”
Wolf said he does not know yet
whether he would like to go
through the you-are-there exhib
it. But he said it is important that
the museum accurately depict the
attacks.
Some family members favored
the no-holds-barred look at the
attacks, saying many people still
do not grasp the devastation and
horror of Sept. 11.
“You can’t, in any waV, shape or
form, sugarcoat any of it,” said Lee
lelpi, who lost his firefighter son
at the trade center. “Reality is.
probably 99.9 percent of the
country didn’t lose anybody
there, except they lost a little
piece of America, and they need
to understand what happened that
day.”
Other exhibits would focus on
the aftermath, including the wall
of missing-persons posters created
in Union Square and pictures of
neighborhoods covered in dust.
Pieces of steel from ground zen>
would be displayed. Lottery tick
ets, keys, photographs and other
mementos recovered from ground
zero would also be there.
A separate room would allow
visitors to “contribute one’s own
experience and impression” by
leaving written messages or draw
ings about Sept. 1I, Howard said.
.Another area of the museum
will mark the spot where a bomb
m a rented van exploded m a
trade center parking gar.ige m
1903. killing si\ people and in]urmg more than I
I )ev-- lopment ofilciaL ..iid thev
mav ri'visi- the pLin^ .ifter hearing
more from tiu' piinlu . “ I he e .ire
evolving uleas th.it \\- wili ■onriiui*
di'tiis. .1- t('i
ward." -.aid I MI-’t pr-sid'in
. .Vel.ui. Pr.\ur...............

Study sa)^ obesity
s u l t r y is riskier
than previously
thougjit
Lindsey Tanner
ASSOCTATEI) PRESS

CHlCAC'iO — The chances of
dying within a year after obesity
surgery are much higher than pre
viously thought, even among peo
ple in their 30s and 40s, a study of
more than
16,000 Medicare
patients found.
Some previous studies of people
in their 30s to their .SOs found death
rates well under 1 percent. But
among 35- to 44-year-olds in the
Medicare study, more than 5 per
cent of men and nearly 3 percent of
women were dead within a year,
and slightly higher rates were seen
in patients 45 to 54.
Among patients 65 to 74, nearly
13 percent of men and about 6 per
cent of women died. In patients 75
and older, half of the men and 40
percent of the women died.
“The risk of death is much high
er than has been reported,” said
University of Washington surgeon
Dr. David Flum, the Medicare
study’s lead author. “It’s a reality
check for those patients who are
considering these operations.”
The study involved 16,155
Medicare patients who underwent
obesity surgery between 1997 and
2002. It was published in
Wednesday’s Journal
o f the
American Medical Association.
The study lumped together all
deaths, with no breakdown on the
causes. But obesity surgery’s poten
tially deadly complications can
include malnutrition, infection and
bowel and gallbladder problems.
Also, surgery in general can be a
deadly shock to the system, espe
cially in older patients.
Dr. Neil Hutcher, president of
the American Society’ for Bariatric
Surgery, said that Medicare patients
are probably sicker than the general
U.S. population and that complica
tion rates have declined as surgeons’
expertise has increased.
Flum said some previous research
on the safety’ of obesity’ surgerv’
consisted of “reports from the best
surgeons reporting their best
results." while the new study is
more of a real-world look.
The American Society for
Bariatric Surgery predicts obesity’
surgery will be performed more
than 15(t.0(K( times this year in the
United States. '! hat is more than 10
times the number in 1998, accord
ing to a second JAMA study. The
increase parallels a surge in the
share of American adults wlu) are at
least loo pounds overweight, from
about 1 in 200 in 1986 to 1 in 5<* in
2000, that study said.
Supporters of stomach-reduction
surgerv on people w ho are grossly
overweight sav the operation can
save their lives by reducing the
workload on the heart and lung'
and eliminating related illnesM-v
sneh .D di.ibetes and sleep apnea.
f lu m s.ud th e new ’ stiidv suggestthat in ni.im
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Hurricaae W ilma on Miers indicated in questionnaire that
she supported banning most abortions
path toward Florida
Jesse J. Holland

John Pain

Bracing for Wilma

ASSt«:iATKI) I'KHNS

MIAMI — Tropical Storm Wilma
strc-ngthened into a hurricane
Tuesday on a path that could threat
en storm-battered Florida, tying the
record tor the most hurricanes to
form in an Atlantic season.
Wilma is the 12th hurricane of"
the season, the same number reached
in 1‘X)9, the highest since record
keeping began in 1851. At 2 p.m.
EDT, Wilma had top sustained winds
near 80 mph, or 6 mph above the
threshold tor a hurricane.
Long-range forecasts show Wilma
could hit western Cuba or Mexico’s
Yucatan Peninsula before heading
into the Gulf of Mexico by Friday.
The storm could also spare those
countries while passing through the
Yucatan Channel. Either way, com
puter models showed Wilma turning
northeastward and bearing down on
Florida during the weekend.
It is forecast to become a
Category 3 hurricane with wind
exceeding 111 mph by Thursday,
forecasters said.
“It does look like it poses a signif
icant threat to Florida by the week
end. O f course, these are four- and
five-day forecasts, so things can
change,” said Dan Brown, a meteo
rologist at the National Hurricane
Center in Miami.
Seven hurricanes have hit or
passed close to Florida since August
2(K)4, causing damage estimated at
moa* than $20 billion and killing
nearly 1.50 people. Wilma w.is on a
^ath that could threaten coastal areas
in the southwest part of the state hit
by Hurricane C'harley last year.
In Puma Ciorda, which was devas
tated by Cdiarley, there was little evi
dence Tuesday of pa-paration for
Wilma but I )awn Andrews, a worker
at Deep CTeek Florist, said she
ala*ady had emergency supplies like

Fiurricane Wilma, the 12th such
storm of the season, is on course
to sideswipe Central America or
Mexico and poses a threat to
Florida by the weekend.

LOCATION
1 6 .7 “ N
8 1 .8 ° W

MOVEMENT MAX WIND
W N W em ph 1 0 0 m p h
As 0(8 p.m. EOT

............. H u rric a n e w a tc h
---------- T ropical sto rm w arn in g

bottled water and canned food.
“It’s got nowhere else to go with
out hurting somebody,” Andrews,
35, said of Wilma. “1 have a 7-yearold who’s petrified just because of
everything he’s seen on TV. I can’t
even watch it when he’s around.”
Wilma entered the history books
Monday, becoming the Atlantic hur
ricane season’s 21st named storm
before dawn, tying the record set in
1933 and exhausting the list of
storm names.
At 2 p.m. Tuesd.iy, Wilma’s center
W.1S about 180 miles south of Grand
C'aynian, or about 540 miles south
of Key West. Fla. It was moving
west-northwest near 8 mph.
The Gulf Gtxist w.is already bat
tered this year by Hurricanes
Katrina, Kita and Dennis, while
F.inily hit Mexico. Areas devastated
by Katrina will likely be spared by
Wilma.

ASSOCIAI El) PRESS

WASHINGTON
—
Supreme
C'ourt
nominee
I larriet Miers pledged support
in 1989 for a constitutional
ainendinent banning abortions
except when necessary to save
the life of the mother, according
to material given to the Senate
on Tuesday.
As a candidate for the 1)allas
city council, Miers also signaled
support for the overall agenda of
Texans United for Life.
Miers made her views known
in a candidate questionnaire the
White House submitted to the
Senate judiciary Committee,
ASSCX:iAI EO PRESS
which is expected to hold hear
ings on her Supreme Court Supreme Court Justice nominee Harriet Miers, left, walks down the
nomination next month. The hall with Sen. John Thune, R-S.D., before their meeting Tuesday at the
one-page questionnaire was U.S. Capitol in Washington.
filled out, but unsigned, although
That view was echoed at the desire to retire, 1 was asked whether
the Bush administration affirmed
White
House where presidential my name should be considered,”
its authenticity.
she said in the questionnaire. “I
“The answers clearly reflect that spokesman Scott McClellan said
indicated at that time that I did not
Harriet Miers is opposed to Roe v. that Miers answered the questions
as
a
candidate
during
the
course
of
want
to be considered.”
Wade,” said Sen. Dianne Feinstein, a
The document surfaced as the
Democrat and only woman on the a campaign.
“The role of a judge is very dif White House struggled to reassure
Judiciary Committee. “This raises
very serious concerns about her ferent from the role of a candidate conservatives who have been criti
ability to fairly apply the law with or a political officeholder,” cal of Miers’ appointment, depict
ing her as a crony of President Bush
out bias in this regard. It will be my McClellan said.
“Harriet Miers, just like Chief who lacks the background or qualintention to question her very care
Justice
(John) Roberts, recognizes ifications to sit on the high court,
fully about these issues.”
There was fresh evidence of
GOP
Sens.
Kay
Bailey that personal views and ideology
Hutchison and John Cornyn of >*nd religion have no role to play trouble for Miers during the day,
Texas, who support Miers, say the when it comes to making decisions when Sen. David Vitter, R-La.,
questionnaire was written while on the bench,” he said. “Your role as issued a statement saying, “My top
Miers was a politician, and she a judge is to look at all the facts and questions are: does she have a con
would leave political decisions look at the law and apply the law to sistent and well-grounded conserv
ative judicial philosophy and what
behind as a judge. “That informa that case.”
The questionnaire also revealed objective evidence is there of it
tion is interesting, and some people
m.iy dr.iw their own conclusions that the White I louse w.is consid from her life’s work’’’
Miers. t)0, continued meeting
from it, but I believe that Harriet ering Miers for its first Supreme
Miers will be the type of judge C\nirt nomination along with privately with senators during the
d.iy, part of a round of courtesy calls
who will not attempt to pursue a now-Cdiief Justice John Roberts.
personal or political agenda from
“ When Justice Sandra D.iy that precede the opening of confir
the bench.” C'ornvn said.
O ’C^mnor first announced her mation hearings.

CHEAP TR ICK S
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Winter 2006
Im p o rta n t D ates

Faculty

• Textbook adoptions due Fridavy October 21.
On-time adoptions *on-time^ on-the-shelf and more
used copies bought back from Cal Poly Students.

Students

• Save 10% on te.xtbooks by resennnfl. Online si^n-up
for Te.xtbook Reservation starts November 1.
Save 10% ( n e w C H S t o m f n )
15% (repeat) OH Studcnt SUppUeS.

• Sell back by appointment fo r hufhest Buyback price.
VIP Buyback fo r Fall Resefvation customers Online sijjn-up starts November 1.

Whistler is one of the sickest trip s you can
on with 5ki Club. This is the one
trip you c a n t afford to miss, ^ivin^ you a chance to travel out of the country
with 5 0 0 + fellow stutflents. The Whistler trip only corner around every 3 -5 years,
so don't miss out on this opportunity while you are still in 5L0.
-6ki/5oard on some of the best mountains in the world.
-Roll with bOO-100 fellow students.
-Drinking a^e=19, experience our pub crawls.
-Rock out with hip-hop ^roup Swollen Members a t the
Welcome Party.
- Enjoy a different event every ni^ht, including o u r’Rec
Center Pool Party” and “Anything goes but clothes” party.
Find Us:
Copeland'e Night Tuesday 9:15
On Campus October 20/21st

^us: $550
Deposits due
October 21!

CPSC and Pudweiser want to remind you to drink responsibly and to never drink and
drive
^ P O N S W tU T Y
m atters

6ign up Online #
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$730
No Trans: $450
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• The best home values
on the Central Coast!
• Less than 30 Minutes from SLO!
• Starting in the mid 400's!
• Compare our homes: 3-5 bedrooms, up to
2,500 sq. ft., 2 1/2 baths!
• Please show ad and student/staff ID
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See us
at the Santa Maria Home Show, Booth #84
and the Autumn Open House
(door prizes and refreshments)
October 22 & 23
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The honorable Foos
“Is there always such a circus
around you?”
Its Aug. 26, day two of the
Kock En Seine Festival in Paris,
France, and someone is about to
die. Fans are lunging at fences,
swaying dangerously whth the
groaning planks. Reporters are
tlushing scarlet with the force of
their shrieked questions and shov
ing press passes at alarmed security
personnel. Somewhere, somehow,
an animal is barking. And I am in
the eye of the storm, one foot
from Dave (Irohl, uttering the first
words I’ve ever said to my hero.
He looks at me, grins, and
replies, “Always.”
Stars come in modest packages
— Cirohl, for his Midas touch on
rock music, is notably shorter than
his reputation alludes. Fie speaks
with a soft resonance, in paradox
to the diaphragm-ripping howl of
his singing, and shuffles unassum
ingly with slightly arched posture.
And his hair needs a wash. But
when he arrives at the media tent
with the other Foo Fighters in
tow, all heads turn and a spiral of
inquiring bodies slowly tightens
an>und him.
“OK, let’s talk about stuff,”
Cirohl says blithely, opening the
band’s press conference. “Let’s talk *
about questions."
It’s his show for the next 20
minutes — just as it will be in an
hour, when the Foos play a solidly
roaring set for thousands of
delighted French scenesters.
Cirohl sits at the head of the
conference table; the order
descends to his left with Taylor
Hawkins (drums), Nate Mendel
(bass) and Cihris Shifflett (guitar).
The hierarchy is telling: Gn>hl
started the band as a solo project
and his star has risen exponentially
in its 10 years and five albums.
He’s the “Last of the Kock Stars,”
with an awe-inspiring history (not
including Winona Ryder).
Hawkins is Cimhl’s oft-noted
best friend, an animalistic percus
sionist who bounced back from a
near-fatal overdose and now stands
healthy and radiantly friendly.
Mendel is the second-senior mem
ber, and though he attempts a bro
ken French greeting that day, he
doesn’t pipe up much. Shiflett is a
punk hero in his own right (No

STACEY ANDERSON
s m iM

l o m F, rwi.Y

without preamble, and reporters
physically stagger — and, in at least
one instance, clutch at their hearts.
This word, of course, is Nirvana,
his legendary alma mater and more
recent source of prying questions
and financial squabbles.
In fact, before the conference, all
attendees were told strictly to
refrain from queries involving Kurt
C'obain and his litigious widow
Courtney Love — also Cirohl’s own
wife Jordyn, as she is pregnant.
But finally, talk turns to other
music in a tangent littered with
obscure musings.
“Who produced that Butthole
Surfers album?” asks Hawkins,
largely to himself.
Cirohl shrugs and otTers, “We did
a BBC session recently and they
asked us to do a cover of a song, so
we kinda did an Oasis one. It had
to be a song that we could learn in
an hour.”
“We were gonna do a Cioldplay
one, but we found out there’s a lot
of chords in there,” Hawkins
explains dryly.
“Yeah, there’s like pianos and
shit,” Cirohl says.
With that, they nod graciously,
and the conference is over. Thrilled
faces descend, thick accents beg for
autographs and Cirohl and
Hawkins oblige them pleasantly.
Mendel drifts away; Shiflett slumps
in his seat and, upon my encour
agement to have a good show,
looks up with tired eyes and sighs.
They will — the Foo Fighters’
sunset hour is poignant and pre
cise, with a narcotic effect on most
of the French scenesters, but
Shiflett’s invariable expression
looks even more haunting on a
megapixel screen.
Maybe he doesn’t like crepes.
Regardless, the Foos’ charisma
still translated. When it comes to
rock, they are arguably the reign
ing heavyweights — and they’re
standing behind their man. For
that day in Baris, and maybe for 10
more years, that’s something worth
fighting for.

Use for a Name, Me First and the
Gimme Ciimmes) but the newest
member. Throughout the confer
ence, he doesn’t so much as exhale
audibly. But as Foo fanatics round
ly ignore him, he hunches inward
in steady recession.
Cdearly, Cirohl’s the prize
Fighter, and he’ll do the talking.
When I ask what each band mem
ber’s favorite Foo song is, he
replies,‘“ In Your Honor’ — it’s my
fave. I love it. It’s really powerful.”
The other musicians are coaxed
to answer, but they are elusive crea
tures; Hawkins cracks a joke about
having to agree with Cirohl, as per
contract, then they both adopt
unidentifiable foreign accents and
coo, “We ah coming to Amehica,
so whichevah one you liiiike.”
Ever press-sawy', Cirohl deflects
interest in his side pmjects (he’s
worked with Tenacious 1), Queens
of the Stone Age, Bruce Springsteen
and Brian May, among others).
Attention generally sprints to the
Foos’ latest album,“In Your Honor.”
“ In my experience, Norah
Jones was probably the most tal
ented person we’ve ever worked
with,” he says.
A beat later, he cites another
recent guest star; “John Paul Jones
(former Led Zeppelin bassist) was
even better. Different, but a lot bet
ter. I’ll take Zeppelin over Norah
Jones any day, and that’s saying a lot.
He told some stories and we lis
tened with our jaws on the floor.”
“ He’s never done anything
(musically) to embarrass himself
Stacey Anderson is a journalism
until he played on our album,”
and music senior, KCPR DJ and
Hawkins added.
Underwhelming appraisal, surely, Fehrtiary star. Catch her Sundays from
but Grohl still knows how to dn>p 7 to 8 p.m. and Tuesdays from 2 to 4
p.m. on 91.3 FM. E-mail her at
the bomb. He says the N-word
standers @calpoly. edu.
once in passing, irrelevantly and
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S o m eth in g n ew brew ing in S L O
recognized and award-winning
Brewmaster Steve Courier. He
received several awards for his work
with SLO Brew.
“When we have a brewmaster
in the building, we have a leg up
on
other
businesses,” said
Jennifer Gongaware
O ’Hagan. “Also, we have a guy
M USTANli DAILY
who’s really good at it.”
SLO Brew is no longer. No more
In addition, with seven new
dim, cave-like atmosphere, bath plasma televisions and two projec
rooms with bn>ken plumbing and a tor screens, the upstairs has become
a sports fan’s paradise. Downtown
vacant upstairs on the weekends.
With new owners and a fa-sh Brew even purchased NFL Ticket
ambiance, the building has been and just about every other cable
transformed into 1)owntown Ba*w. sports program.
“ If there’s a game somebody
“The pa*vious owners are really
good people, but they got tired wants. I’ll do anything to get it,”
after IH years,” assistant manager C'l’Hagan said.“ I’ll even order PayNatasha Williams said. “This build Per-View if I have to.”
ing needs a lot
Live
js still
of energy.”
part of the
The a'tiovaIMicti wc have a
venue, with
tions took 10
brewmaster in the
the spotlight
days to com
huHdinti, we have a lej^
being
plete. All th ae
up on other businesses.
dered
of the new
towards
Downtown
— JASON O ’HAGAN
bands.
Brew’s
man
Downtown Brew general manager
“We
agers. including
not out
Williams, per
sonally contributed manual labor to make money off these bands,”
Williams said. “Every dollar
the project.
“It w'as very hard,” General earned goes directly to the band.”
Larger acts will continue to per
Manager Ja.son C')’Hagan said. “We
put in around 14 hours a day — form as well, with the new owners
working
with
Numbskull
sometimes more.”
Some o f the tasks included Productions to have all ages show»
installing new floors, a reworked on Sundays and Mondays. O ’Hagan
sound system and clean, working said they are trying to leave the rest
of the week for the 21 and over'
bathrooms.
“1 like the new feel of it,” crowd in an effort to avoid that
agribusiness senior Amy Wilsey said. “awful cage” separation downstairs.
Downtown Brew is located at
“The lounge area is a nice addition.”
After a two-year absence, brewing 1119 Garden St. View a list of
has also returned to the building. upcoming shows and daily specials at
Leading the operation is nationally www.downtownbrewingco.com.
A downtown hot spot receives a
new name and a makeover
that fuses the look o f a music
mecca and a sports Fan's haven
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Saddam trial will be test for Iraq’s new government
Hamza Hendawi
ASSlH l A I t i ) I'RFSS

BA(iHl)AI), Iraq — Nearly two
years after his eapture, Saddam
Hussein is finally facing trial for
alleged crimes against fellow Iraqis.
In some ways, Iraq alsti will be on
trial, with the world watching to see
whether its new ruling class can rise
above politics and prejudice and give
the former dictator a fair hearing.
Satldam's lawyer said Tuesday he
would ask for a three-month
adjournment at his client's trial for a
1‘^S2 massacre, and challenge the
court’s competence to hear the case,
riie trial was to begin on
Wednesday.
Khalil al-l )ulaimi's comments
appeared tti suggest that his defense
strategy will focus iu)t on the details
of the massacre but rather on the
broader question of the legitimacy
and competence of a court set up
under U.S. occupation in 2(K)3. Iraq
formally became a sovereign nation
again in June 2004, but the United
States continues to wield vast influ
ence.
Saddam and seven senior mem
bers of his regime are facing charges
that they ordered the killing in 1982
of nearly 150 people in the mainly
Shiite village of Dujail north of
Baghdad after a failed attempt on the
former dictator’s life.
The ousted Iraqi leader and his
co-defendants were expected to hear
the charges against them in
Wednesday’s session.The session was
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An Iraqi street
vendor reads a
paper carrying a
picture of ousted
Iraqi leader
.Saddam Hussein
on its front page
downtown in
Baghdad, Iraq,
Tuesday.
Saddam
Hussein’s trial
will start on
Oct. 19.
ASSIH l A l i l ) I’KKSS

to be held under tight security in
Baghdad’s heavily fortified Green
Zone, home to Iraq’s government,
parliament and the U.S. and British
Embassies.
If convicted, the men face the
death penalty — by hanging.
Prosecutors are preparing other
cases to bring to trial against Saddam
and his officials — including for the
Anfal Operation, a military crack
down on the Kurds in the late 1980s
that killed some 18(),()0() people; the
suppression of Kurdish and Shiite
revolts in 1991; and the deaths of
5,(MM) Kurds in a 1988 poison gas
attack on the village of Halabja.
If a death sentence is issued in the
Dujail case, it is unclear whether it
would be carried out regardless of

whether Saddam is involved in other
trials. He can appeal a Dujail verdict,
but if a conviction and sentence are
upheld, the sentence must be carried
out within 30 days. A stay could be
granted to allow other trials to pro
ceed.
However, Prime Minister Ibrahim
al-Jaafari, a Shiite who actively
opposed Saddam’s rule during years
in exile, showed his eagerness to see
any sentence carried out.
“We are not trying to land on the
moon here,’’ he said Monday. “It’s
enough (to try Saddam) on Dujail
and Anfal. The tribunal is just and
open, he has a defense lawyer and
the verdict will match the crime.”
u and kill people?” he said. “This
is unacceptable and I don’t want to

intervene in judicial proceedings,
but why do we say now that more
time is needed?”
Al-jaafari, whose Dawa Party
claimed responsibility for the assassi
nation attempt in Dujail, leads a
Shiite-Kurdish coalition govern
ment that came to office six months
ago.
Many Iraqis, especially members
of the Shiite majority and Kurdish
minority — the two communities
most oppressed by Saddam’s 23-year
regime — have also been eagerly
awaiting the chance to see the man
who ruled with unquestioned and
total power in the defendants’ dock
answering for his actions.
However, some Shiites were sym
pathetic toward Saddam on the eve

of his trial.
“How can Saddam get a fair trial
when there’s no government in
Iraq? How can they try him?” asked
Ismail Makki, a poor Shiite Muslim
from the southern Iraqi city of
Basra, as he hawkeil fruits and veg
etables in a bustling downtown mar
ketplace in Amman, in neighboring
Jordan.
“ 1here's no water, electricity, or
seciirit)',” he yelled. “If he st.iyed in
power, it would be better for us.”
At the sanie marketplace, Iraqi
chemist Taher al-Sahab also defend
ed Saddam.
“He is not guilty,” said the Shiite
from Karbala, one of his sect’s holi
est cities in Iraq.“ He won’t get a fair
trial in Iraq.”
Asked about Saddam’s alleged
massacre of thousands of his coun
trymen, al-Sahab said tartly: “Now,
more Shiites are being killed in sui
cide bombings.”
Others, however, were happy
about what they view as a chance for
retribution.
Mohammed Najm, whose brother
disappeared after he was taken away
by Saddam’s police a decade ago, said
he wants to see Saddam dead.
“Saddam needs no trial. He needs
a guillotine,” said Najm, a Shiite from
Baghdad’s Sadr City neighborhood,
home to an estimated 2.5 million
Shiites.
If Saddam’s lawyer has his way,
then Wednesday’s hearing would, as
expected, be taken up by procedural
matters followed by a long break.

Under Four . . . or over budget ?
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Students concerned by
newly revised G R E test
Melinda Dudley
D a il y IJ il u in (UC^LA)

doesn’t seem so bad.
Some even said the benefits of mak
ing the exam more comprehensive and
a better indicator of readiness may out
weigh the negatives of taking a longer,
more difficult exam.
Ensuring graduate students are fully
qualified for their program of study is
especially important at schools like
UCLA, where graduate student teach
ing assistants have a direct influence on
the quality of undergraduate education,
said Quy Tran, a third-year biophysics
student.
“If you w'ant to (go to) grad school
(there should be) no easy way out,”Tran
said.
Compared to the current GRE, the
verbal reasoning section of the exam
will feature more reading passages,
emphasize higher cognition and com
plex reading skills, and rely less on
vocabulary'.
The quantitative reasoning section
will have fewer geometry' questions and
more “real-life” scenarios, which are
designed to replicate the ways students
will utilize quantitative reasoning in
their studies.
The analytical writing section will
have more focused prompts to reduce
the possibility of reliance on previously
memorized materials, according to
ETS.
After the recent announcement that
the MC'AT would be phasing out its
paper-based test over the next year, stu
dents voiced their concerns with being
unable to write in the test booklet and
highlight or underline passages. They
were also concerned that their concen
tration would have to jump rtx)m the
scratch work to the computer screen.
The new CiRE will incorporate even
more computer usage than before, with
an on-screen calculator for the quantita
tive reasoning portion of the exam.
The scoring system for the revised
exam will change ftom the 2tH) to S(K)
point range used now to a 12<l to 170
point range.
ETS began a field test of the ne\s
exam last week. Final revisions will be
based up<in results and feedback from
the field test, which is sc heduled to con
clude Nov. 4.

LOS ANGELES — The Graduate
Record Examination is undergoing its
biggest overhaul in its 55-year history,
affecting what the Educational Testing
Service estimates to be 5(M),(M)() future
graduate students.
Starting October 2006, the GRE will
change its content, format and scoring
method. The test will also nearly double
in length, from two and a half hours to
over four hours, and the number of
times the exam is offered will decrease
from almost daily to 30 times a year.
These changes, fueled by four years
of research, are meant to enhance secu
rity measures, make better use of avail
able technology, and increase the test’s
validity, according to ETS.
Students expressed dismay as to the
’
near doubling of the length of the
I
exam.
j
“The physical toll of a four-hour
exam is daunting,” said Brandon Kim, a
third-year philosophy student, who says
it is likely he will take the exam in the
future.
i
College students applying to most
graduate-level programs are required to
take the GRE Cieneral Test, which mea
sures critical thinking, quantitative and
verbal rea.soning, and analytical writing.
Most graduate programs at UCLA
acquire or recommend that applicants
take the GRE Cieneral Test, according
to the graduate admissions Web site.
Students entering certain programs
are also requia*d to take GRE Subject
Tests to prove competency in specific
subjects, including sciences, English lit
erature, mathematics, physics and psy
chology.
The exam is administered by ETS.
which also administers the SAT and
Advanced Placement subject exams.
As far as content, each section of the
exam will be longer, and portions will
focus on more specific t\'pes of ques
tions that reseanh has indicated are
most adevant to graduate study.
When discussing the changes to the
CiRE, several students said that when
compared to all-day exams like the
eight-hour MCAT, a four-hour test

College price increases m oderate,
b u t reliance on borrow ing still up
Justin Pope

Smaller Increase In college costs

ASSOCIATED I’RESS

ASSOC:iATED PRESS — For
students and parents, it’s the first
sliver of good news about college
costs for several years: price increas
es slowed this year, growing at the
lowest rate since 2001.
But the bad news is the 7.1 per
cent increase at public four-year
universities remains well above the
general inflation rate, and drove the
“list price” of tuition and fees at
those schools to an average of
$5,491, according to an annual sur
vey released Tuesday by the College
Board.
Prices at tworyear public col
leges, which educate nearly half of
American college students, rose 5.4
percent to $2,191. At four-year pri
vate, nonprofit colleges, costs rose
5.9 percent to $21,235.
Most families don’t pay the full
list price, thanks to grants from the
government and other sources, as
well as tax breaks. Typical net costs:
$11,600 at private four-year
schools; $2,200 at public four-year
schools, and just $400 at communi
ty colleges.
Yet students at four-year public
colleges are paying an estimated
$750 more than just two years ago.
And while total financial aid is
increasing, loans accounted for
more of the growth than grants for
the third consecutive year, the
College Board said. Students have
to pay back loans, but not grants.
Janies Boyle, president of the
group College Parents of America,
said schools and policy-makers
aren’t working hard enough to hold
down costs. “The beat goes on with
increases in colleges costs, and par
ents are growing weary of the same
old tune,” he said.
Average debt for undergraduate
borrowers is now $15,5(K) _ a fig
ure experts consider manageable
for most students, given that college
graduates can expect to earn nearly
$20,(KKl more per year than high
school graduates. Still, increases in

The cost of tuition and fees at a four-year college rose 7.1 percent
from last year, the smallest percentage increase since 2001-2002.
Average in fla tio n -a d ju ste d tu itio n and fee charges
■ ■ Public four-year school
Private
$21,235
$25,00053 504 $15,489
$5,49120,000
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Percentage o f fu ll-tim e
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borrowing raise concerns that some
students will be priced out of col
lege, drop out, or graduate but stay
away from low-paying public ser
vice jobs so they can repay debts.
“We have deserving students
who are being kept out of college
or have difficulty completing
degrees because of a lack of
money,” said Gaston Caperton,
president of the nonprofit College
Board, which also owns the SAT
college entrance exam.
The results come as Congress is
negotiating a new version of the
Higher Education Act, which
would set federal financial aid poli
cy for the coming years. A House
version passed last month increases
some grants, but critics say it would
harm borrowers by cutting $9 bil
lion from student loan programs.
College lioard officials and uni
versity presidents devoted much of
a news conference announcing the
results to concerns over college
access for poor students, who —
even if they have high test score's —
earn college degrees at significantly

*6%

education
tax benefits:
5% state grants:
3% federal campus based.
3% other federal programs

lower rates than rich students. They
also criticized the proliferation of
popular state programs that award
college grants based on merit, not
need.
“Basically, they are subsidizing
the education of middle- and
upper-income
families,” said
William Kirwan, chancellor of
Mary land’s university system, citing
as an example the Cieorgia Hope
Scholarship program, which covers
tuition and fees at a Georgia public
university' to any student with a B
average.
While state spending on needbased aid has increased, merit-based
aid has grown faster in recent years.
College Board and university' offi
cials noted. Merit aid went from 10
percent of all state aid in 1993 to 2(*
percent by 2003, the most recent
year for which figures are available.
Including charges for room and
board, published costs at public
four-year schools rose 6.6 percent
to an average of $11,376. At private
four-year nonprofit schools, they
rose 5.7 percent to $27,465.

U C Davis m ay offer new genital warts vaccine, pending F D A approval
protected against this virus, just like
vaccines for mumps, measles, rubella
and chicken pox.” said Karl Beutner,
former chief medical officer of 1)ow
Pharmaceutical Sciences, who partic
ipated in several clinical trials for the
drug in Davis, ('alif.
“(The injection) is not a live
virus,” he said.“ It's very' safe and very
well-tolerated.”
Famula s.iid she believes use of the
drug could be phased in on campus,
prox iding there is student inteix'st and
it is released at an affordable price.
“The virus itself is a very com
mon viru'. Genit.il warts is a conimonlv tre.ited STI) at the he.ilth
center." she s.iid. .ulding th.it genital
warts are n<n .ilw.iw obxTous and c.m
be spre.id -ven as the infected individii.il undergoe- tre.mnent.
"If .1 'Aart is present on a skin s'cr
f.u ;■ .md voin partner's kin iexpmsed. thev .iiv .it risk e\s'i if .i
I'ondoni is llseii. she said.
Beutner noted th.it a wiiin.in n-.k
of i out.u ting genual w.irts nu re.i'i s
about 2n percent per sexual jMi tner

Jennifer Ellis
THE l ALIFORNIA A(.<aE (U l -DAVIs)

DAVIS, Calif. — Pharmaceutical
company Merck & Co. Inc., based
out of New Jersey, hopes to elimi
nate the instance of genital warts in
the female population by the end of
this ye.ir if the Food and 1)rug
Administration approves one of
three new vaccines currently under
development at the drug company.
In an Oct. 6 press release. Merck
reported positive findings in its latest
clinical trials of (iardasil, ,i preventa
tive vaccine targeting tvpes 6. 11. 16.
.ind IS of the human p.ipilloni.niriis

■ HI'V rvpes and 1I are responsible
for most case' 'f genital wart', w hile
t\pes In ,tiid I"- ,ire linked to i I'ei‘ ent of instaikes •>< cer\ic,il ‘.'aiicer.
; ordme to Mielielle f.inuil,, direi•oi of the : ow jl Stiiilent Me.iitii
t enter at tl:c niver-at\ m ( .ihtonii.i
.11 1 MVis. lioiii c.in be linked t(^
■.ibi'orni.il" I'lp sme.u re.idings.
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Famula said there may be a lag
between FDA approval of Ciardasil
and its use at the health center, dur
ing which various administration
logistics would require attention.
Merck's efforts to attain FDA
approval began as the final stages of
clinical testing finished with over
whelmingly positive results in
female test subjects.
Ciardasil w.is injected three times
over a six-month period to more
than 6,(MKI unaffected women in
more than 13 countries, said Merck
spokesperson Janet Skidmore
Researchers administered placebos
to a control group of more than
to find the rate of susceptibilitx to
specific Ulcer t\pes. While .i com
bined 21 ■..I'i - ('f nonin\.isi\ . ancer
.md pre-i aiU'-'r cells slevelopi d in the
pLu eh i test groiipi. n'se.uvhers recort!

ed zero ca.ses in the Ciardasil group as
of one month after the final injection.
Select trials will continue to be follow'ed to obserx'e long-term effects of
the drug, according to Skidmore.
“These .ire the first pivotal data to
show that vaccination with Ciardasil
re'duced HPV 16- and IS-related cer
vical pre‘-cancer and noninvasive cer
vical cancer," said Laura Koutsky. lead
investigator for the HPV research
group at the Lhiiversity of
Washington in the press redeasc.
The company plans to submit data
on both male and fcmaK- recipients
to the FI
later this vear, Skidmore
said. She could not comment on
clinic.il data in male test gnnip-.
Beutner added th.it research .:>i:
male rei ipu-nts h.e "nl-. re emii
l.egun and th ^W
eurremK
unknow n

sponsored by:

A cco rd in g to .Merck, the m ost
(•(Miimoii adverse effect of the vac
cin e has b een d iscom fort at tlu
in jectio n site.

Lhe comp.inv h.is not deternniu !
the (ost .It whu'li till' drug will I’•-'l-Mscd. but pi.ins to r ikc it . ■.iil.ibimnvdi.i'. L up'Oii r . \ing .ippT-. \
friMii the 11 ’A

Busted?

Jeffrey Stulberg

One mistake shouldn't cost you your future.
Initial consultation always free.

A Law Corp.
544-7693

According to Skidmore, the rate
of effectiveness in female test sub
jects did not change based on racial
or body-ty pe factors.
“The key thing is that this is pre‘ventative, not therapeutic," Beutner
said. “It w'ould be important that
women gi*t this vaccine early.”
Skidmore added that it wouKl
ideally be administered before an
individual has had any sexual con
tact, w hich (Ml av'erage is age 15 in
the United States.
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A community challenge
he perpetual challenge facing thou
sands of Cal Poly students, and even
more of our colleagues who live,
work and raise families in San Luis Obispo is
how do we respectfully co-exist with prtdbund
differences in our lifesty les? Students have dras
tically different routines, habits and perceptitMis
of respect and courtesy th.in do most communi
ty residents. ’flu>se of us living off-campus con
stantly struggle to live our lives fully while
respecting the needs of t)ur neighbors, and for
those of you in the dorms, it's onlv a matter of
time.
,\s stiulents, were in an interesting predica
ment: we re on our own for the first time, anx
ious U) car\ e out our independence and living in
.111 area with a very ytnithful and active nightlife.
On top of all this, we're likely to live next door
to a family home with young children and par
ents who leave for work early in the morning.
Mix these two scenarios with a late-night gath
ering and a couple refreshments, and you h.ive the
age-old pnihlem of college town coinmunity
relations.
Many San Luis Obispo a-sidents would like to
believe that we are in fact not a college town, but
instead a beautiful and quiet R-tirement ctinitiiunity. For better or worse, both are true. Over
tine-third of our total population is eimilled at
Ckil Poly or Cuiesta,and over SI billion annually is
contributed to the local economy fmni the
impact of (fil Poly alone.
But let us not ignore that many of our neigh
bors don't join us downtown, and aren't interest
ed 111 the fa'quent gatherings that we stage amund

T

LETTERS
10 THE EDITOR
A perfect duo
History is a wonderful disci
pline, and 1 have great respect for
th»)se who teach and/or study it.
1lowever, does (?al Poly really need
a master’s degree program in the
discipline?
Ml the information I have
gleaned from various news sources
suggests that the nation’s most des
perate need is for more well trained
scientists and engineers. C?al Poly
should concentrate on attracting
and graduating more students in
these areas. To the extent that we
attract additional students here to
study history, there will be less
room ftir students in technical subjects.
I want our history department to
thrive, but I also think we should
focus our resources on what makes
us unique and what we do best

w ith their endless bureaucratic hand slaps. The
fact is that city i>fficials are concerned with prePD LY POINTserx ing the health ,ind safety’ of the public, and
maintaining everyone's right to party all night
just isn’t a top priority. It is unfortunate that
students are frequently targeted by the police,
but if we invested a bit more of our energy into
avoiding these encounters, the outcome would
be dramatically ditferent. Here are ,i few tips for
.ivoiding a run in with the SLOPD. and boost
ing yinir image with yr>ur neighbors;
• Notifv your neighbors in advance it you’re
planning a large gathering. Include your phone
A
number so they call you instead of the pxdice if
Ul
it gets too loud.
- - ■* V'
• Be a responsible host .ind make sure that the
aUfei
backyard is kept quiet during late-night hours.
Unfortunately, your yaal is probably next to
A S I P r e s i d e n t
their
bedroom wiiulow.
T Y L-Q R M i d d l e s t a d t
• Don’t be afraid to put an end to a gather
ing that h.is gotten out of control. A rumor that
town. While the fe.ir of San Luis Obispo turning
the
police are on their way should do. but be sure
into the next Isla Vista party destination is a v.ilid
concern, is it fair that students can be fined up to that folks get home safe.
It’s not about us versus them — it’s about a
S1,(HM) for making too much noise after 10 p.ni.,
community working together. Both sides need to
or using their yard as a makeshift restaiom?
be more understanding and tolerant, but my sense
The answer isn't simply black and white.
If you had to wake up for a final at 7 a.in. and is that unless students make the first move to show
your neighbors were blasting Juvenile at 2 a.in. that we’re genuinely interested in enhancing our
could you grin and bear it? If every' time ytni community' and respecting our fellow' residents,
walked downtown it smelled like a grimy New it’s unlikely that we ll ever get the respect we
York subway stition would you defend the right deserve. This is our community challenge — are
ytni up to the usk?
to urinate in public?
The paiblem isn’t that the police aa‘ out to get
lylor MiiUlcstadt is the AS I president - ami a
us, or that the city is ct)iispiring to drive us out
Miistain’ Daily cohinniist

Jay Devore
Professor and (hair
department of statistics
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prule in publishing a sfaily newspa
per for the ( \il Poly campus and
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words. Letters should include the
writer’s full name, phone number,
ni.ijor and class suiiding. Letters
niiist come fmni a Cal Poly e-mail
account. Do inn send letters .is an
atuchnient. Please send the text in
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to edit letters for grammar, pmfanBy mail:
ities and length. Letters, commen
Letters to the Editor
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C:al Polv, SLO, C;A ‘LM07
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compared to other universities.
There are already many excellent
graduate programs in history else
where.
I also reject the notion that
establishing a graduate program
will compensate for high housing
costs and low salaries in attracting
faculty.
I’ll bet there are many historians
out there who would love to locate
at Poly and teach undergraduate
history if salaries were more in line
with the cost of living, even with
the heavy teaching loads and defi
ciencies in infrastructure. My own
department has been able to attract
excellent faculrv even without a
graduate program (though our
ability to continue to do so is being
compromised by the state’s miserli
ness).
We considered one years ago and
decided there were too many other
places that could offer students a
better experience.
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M ens soccer falls to U C Davis
H o lly Burke
MUStANC; DAILY

C'al Ooly men’s soccer lost to UC'
Davis 1-0 Friday evening.
C'al Poly’s defense was kept busy
by an aggressive I )avis offense. This
began with Davis’ Ahmad Haftie’s
shot on goal, which was deflected
by Cial Poly goalkeeper Jeremy
C'oupe. C'al I\)ly’s defense attempt
ed to force the Davis forwards to
the outside of the field but were
unable to execute.
Haftie, along with Davis mid
fielders Mariano Arrua and Juan
Hernandez, continued to make
shots but w'ere unsuccessful in the
first half
In the second half, Davis mid
fielder Nicholas Lind scored in the

70th minute. Cal Poly was unable
to recover, despite attempts by mid
fielders Moses Venegas and Abdul
Sesay.
Davis head coach Dwayne
Shaffer credited the win to prepara
tion.
“Playing at Cial Poly is always
tough because Wolfgang (Gartner)
got his team organized to play on a
narrow field with the speed up
front,” Shaffer said. “We knew that
was coming based on our experi
ence from last year.”
UC Davis improved to 5-5-2 on
the season with the win.
Cial Poly then lost at UC
Kiverside 2-1 on Sunday, falling to
0-5 in Big West play.
Cal Poly played the second half a
man down after K.J. Lenehan

received a red card in the first
minute of the second half
The
Mustangs’
Chris
Miechowski scored the first goal of
the match off a header in the 59th
minute.
The lead wouldn’t stand for long
as the Highlanders scored eight
minutes later on an own goal.
Kyle Ochoa scored in the final
minute of play to give the
Highlanders (4-8-1,2-3-0)
This week Cal Poly travels to Cal
State Fullerton for a Wednesday
night match against the No. 6
Titans. Fullerton returns 15 lettermen and six starters including two
former All Big West honorable
mention players, forward Eugene
Brooks and forward Jose Barragan.
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Crossword

ACROSS
1 French cherubs
6 Fish often split
for cooking
11 Field hospital
sight
14 ' Beavis and
Butt-head"
cartoon spinoff
15 Honky-tonk sight
16 Washington's
Stadium
17 Bullfight setting
18 Riverbank
burrower
19 36-Across craft
20 About 4 million
Americans,
religiously
23 Elephant’s
weight, maybe
24 Other, in Madrid
25 Gutter site
28 How the sirens
sang, in myti
31 Lobster s cousin
34 M auna__
35 Politician’s goa

36 19-Across
passengers
37 Pop artist
whose name is
an anagram of
20-Across
41 Low-tech missile
42 Totals
43 Amniotic___
44 Fast-paced
sport
46 Certain drivethru requirement

Edited by Will Shortz
Not express
: Allots
Hairy hand
Tropical palm
Spring up
Mozart s home;
Abbr,
Short-fused
Deli choices
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Football
continued from page 12

w

1 Doesn’t stay the

same
Taper
“Brighton Rock"
novelist
Zwei halved
Swedish export
53 Month of l annee
Poor as
54 Like the most
coverage
devout
One making
churchgoers .,.
references
and anotner
8 Routines bad to
anagram of
be on
20-Across
“Dedicated to
59 Headhunter’s
th e ___ Love"
big recruit, for
10 "D um b___ " (old
short
comic)
11 Follower of
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Richard the
Lion-Hearted
Popular insect
repellent
Bout stopper,
for short
___ Griffith,
1999 W N B A
MVP.
"What’s ___ 7*
Dye holders
M
Masthead
contents, briefly
Inventor Whitney
Demolish
50 Cent, e g

pT"

50 Chinese
dynasty a
thousand years
ago
51 Greek cheese

45

49
151

5,

|54

A,0 60
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Puzzle by Andrea C. MIchaelt

Lenz

35 Method- Abbr

41 Bedwear, tor
short

37 Bnnger of wine
and flowers

45 Subject of a
guessing game

38 Post-storm
effects

46 Having fun

39 Skyscrapers,
eg.
40 N.C. State is
in it

up m the ballot for tbe Buck
Buchanan Award in 2004. Along
with senior quarterback Anthony
Garnett, who started the last seven
games of the 2004 season and threw
for 1,711 yards and 14 touchdowns.
Redshirt freshman running back
James Noble has been stellar in his
first season rushing for 100-yards in
three games and averaging 7.3 yards
per carrv

“Our team being healthy is a
huge issue and it’s important that
every individual is fresh and healthy
as they can be,” Ellerson said.
Ellerson gave his pLiyers Monday
and Tuesday off after their last win
and also gave the team the weekend
olT
“We’re relatively healthy for being
halfwav through a football season,”
McKeehan said. “If we don’t make
mistakes and hold on to the ball
we’ll give ourselves a good shot at
winning this game.”

|6 5

164

33 Starters

can bet the Cîaucho fans will be out
in full force.
This game is also significant to
continued from page 12
the conference standings. If the
There will be much hype siirMustangs win, they have a realistic
roundiiig the football game
chance
to win the conference. For
between No. 3 C'al Poly and No. 10
Santa Barbara, a win means a sigh
Montana this week, and rightfully
of
relief and some breathing room
so. But there is another big game
at the top of the standings (though
brewing on the horizon that will
Long Beach will still be nipping at
be battled closer to home this
the heels). C'al Poly is realistically
weekend.
out of contention if they lose on
Though neither C'al Poly nor
Saturday.
UC Santa Barbara currently grace
To be quite frank, this game is
the volleyball national rankings, this
shaping up to be one of the most
weekend’s game has all the makings
important games in the past two
of a timeless classic.
decades of Cal Poly volleyball, since
First, this is a classic David vs.
the glory days in the early ‘80s
Goliath battle. It’s last year’s confer when Cal Poly was the mecca of
ence champion (three years run
collegiate volleyball.
ning) against last year’s worst. Santa
Stevenson believes the team can
Barbara might have underestimated win. The players believe. And now
the Mustangs in the team’s first
it’s my turn. I’m jumping on the
meeting. Maybe C'al Poly is flat out bandwagon. It’s time to see C'al
the better team. We’ll find out on
Poly for what it is: a blossoming
Saturday.
volleyball program on the verge of
What’s more, this is a geographic a miraculous and unlikely come
rivalry. Just two hours of coastline
back.
separate San Luis Obispo and Santa
Would I travel two hours to
Barbara. The rivalry might not pos watch a volleyball match? To see
sess the same fervor of 1)uke-North one of the most important games
Carolina basketball, but it’s still a
of the past two decades of Cal Poly
volleyball, the answer is yes.
big game on the schedule, and you

47 Carson

McCullers's
Miss___Evans
48 Hardest to find
49 Slams

Put into law
Bed board
Burned up the
highway
Biblical evictee
Days long past
Tax pro, for
short
60 Water, in the
Oise

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or. with a
a e d it card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
cmsswofds from the last 50 years* 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions Today s puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers; nytimes.comyiearning/xwords

continued from page 12

Anderson Aquatic C'enter at C'al
Poly, according to a news release.
1)ick Anderson was Lenz swimming
coach and the naming of the facili
ty honors Anderson for his many
years of leadership to the C'al Poly
Swimming and Diving program.
“ Eugene swam every day.”
McC'all said. “He died doing what

he loved.”
Lenz had been working on a spe
cial fundraising dinner for the
Anderson Aquatic Scholarship
Endowment to be held on Friday m
the Veranda C'afé fn>m 6 to 9 p.m.
Donations are $35 per person.
Information is available at 7562255.
He is survived by his wife of 25
years, two children and three grand
children.

Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience r>ecessary.
International Barterider School will be back in SLO or>e week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. tim e/full tim e openings, lim ited seating, call today!
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Looking for student to
teach Microsoft Word.
Will pay.
(805) 474-6568

Swim Instructor Lifegaurds
Teach lessons! Must be good with
kids. Training will be provided.
5 Cities Swim Ciub
(805) *481-6399
Telemarketer Wanted
High energy, $ motivated
Base pay + bonuses
Will train the right person
(805) 543-1033
Lost and Found ads are FREE!

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
Santa Margarita apartment
completely remodeled, 2 bdrm,
1 bath, quiet neighborhood,
no sm oking/pets/parties, cable,
telephone, utilities included!
Only $1200/m on. Please call
(805) 801-0375

Classified Ads Website
Featured Ads, graphics, website
links, and more...
www.mustangdaily.net

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LOST AND FOUND

Metro Cafe

Got a flip side?
Join Filipino Cultural Exchange!
www.pceslo.com

Lost keys on red carabiner
Reward $30
(805) 5 5 a 6 6 8 5

GET YOUR CLASSIRED AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!! 756-1143

Cingular LG phone found at
Volleyball game.
Contact: (805) 234-2348

SLO downtown centre
Breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
desserts!
15% off all students
Announcing the practice of
Michelle Matoff LCSW,
BCD (License Clinical Social
Worker, Board Certified Diplomat),
specializing in the treatment of
Anorexia, Bulimia, Compulsive
Overeating, Excercise Addiction,
interpersonal distress, coping
with transition, and bereavement.
17 years of experience.
Immediate openings
(805) 354-4823

FOR SALE
Seeking large desk donation to
Women's Shelter Program
(805) 781-6401
HIST 207
"Freedom and Equality in America"

Watch found near bldg, busstop
mschuste@calpoly.edu
(805) 462-2412
$100 REWARD for lost Laptop
HP Pavilion N5341

SCOM 102

Ser. No 100328100004
No q ue stio n s No legal process

“Principles of Speech Comm”
STAT 218 - "Applied Statistics"
Call: (408) 821-6253

I need all info + master project
Please call: (858) 945-5801
or email awattana@calpoly.edu
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N o. 3 fix)tball fresh off^bye week
Garrett Leight
■MUSTANi. DAIIY

C'oining otF its bye* week and a dominating
win against No, 16/17 ranked North Dakota
State (4-2, 0-1 (ireat West), the No. 3 Ckil l\)ly
(5-1, 3-0 Great West) football team looks for
ward to its next mateh-up Saturday against No.
9/10 Montana (4-2, 2-1 Big Sky) in
Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
The No. 3 ranking is the highest the Mustangs
have been ranked in Division I-AA. Last season
the Mustangs were ranked as high as No. 5.
“Saturdays game is the most important game
of the year because it’s our game this week,”
head coach Kich Ellerson said. “Just like our
game against North Dakota State was the most
important game of the year at that time, because
it’s all that we can control.”
The Mustangs have won five straight and are
well on their way to defending their first Great
West Football C'onference championship with a
3-0 start in conference play this year. The
Mustangs lone loss was at the hands of the
Division 1-A Troy University Trojans (2-4, 1-1
Sun Belt) in the first weekend of play.
In the Mustangs bye week, the team moved
up six spots in both The Sports Network and
ESPN/USA Today polls. The No. 3 ranking is
the highest in C"al Poly football history.
“We don’t pay attention to any of the rank
ings,” assistant coach Gene McKeehan said.
Ellerson added that although the high ranking is
rewarding, it has no impact on what the team has
to do to win week in and week out.
When the Mustangs take on the Grizzlies this
Saturday they will be looking to thwart the team
that has had much success against the Mustangs,
winning all nine meeting the two teams have
had since 1969. In the last five meetings since
1994 in Missoula, Mont., the Cirizzlies have
outscored the Mustangs 209-31.
However, under Ellerson, the Mustangs have
given the Cirizzlies much closer battles, yet still
falling short in three meetings. The Grizzlies
won the 2(M)3 game 17-14 with a score late in
the game.
“We’re not going to play hard because it’s

Frank Stranzl
SPORTS LDITOR

m ö'
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Beau Finato & Co. travel to No. 10 Montana on Saturday for a key non-conference game.
Montana but because we love to play the game,”
Ellerson said. “We don’t treat this any different
than any other game.”
The Cirizzlies lost earlier in the season to the
Oregon Ducks (6-1,3-1 Pac-10) and suffered a
loss last weekend to Eastern Washington (4-2,31 Big Sky). Last weekend’s loss snapped the
Cirizzlies 16-game home winning streak.

“The toughest part about this team is their
venue environment,” Ellerson said. “It’s a loud
stadium and their fans know when to make
noise; if we can manage the noise we’ll be
alright.”
The Mustangs are led this year by senior
defensive end Cihris Ciocong, who was runner
see Football, page 11

Former Olympian, Cal Poly alumnus dies
Tonya Strickland
M USTANi; DAILY

Eugene C. Lenz, an Olympic swimmer and
I960 Cial Poly alumnus, died Monday, Oct. 10.
He was 68 years old.
Born in San Luis C')bispo in 1937 and raised
in Santa Maria, Lenz was a prevalent top -placing
swimmer for Cal Poly from 1956 to 1959.
Before his talents took him to Roman waters at
age 23 in the 1960 Olympic games, Lenz was a
charter member to the Cal Poly Athletics Hall
of Fame in 1987, holding 14 individual records.
Honored as the university’s first All-American
swimmer, Lenz received a degree in architectur
al engineering and was a key player in the
California
State
College
Swimming
Championships, winning titles in three different
events in four consecutive years.
Lenz died of a heart attack while swimming
laps, said Mike McC'all, a friend attending Lenz’s
funeral. McCall is the interim associate vice
presdient of university advancement.
Ethel Lenz, his wife and also a Cal Poly grad
uate, said swimming had always been a passion
for him, a gift that backed his accomplishments
and a skill sharpened from the training he
received at Cal Poly.
“His initial training came from Cal Poly,” she
said. “And he became an Olympic swimmer; he
was talented and continued to pursue it.”
Throughout the years, Lenz continued to give
back, a dedication his wife said was important to
him, and came naturally.
McCall said Lenz was one of the first people
he met at Cal Poly, and one of the most memo-

rable due to Lenz’s vast
wisdom, huge heart and
tremendous generosity.
“What was neat
about Eugene was that
he was a very successful
alum: taking the C'al
Poly spirit with him in
all his endeavors,”
McCall said. “But then
he came back and
( (HJRTESY PHOTO
Lenz was inducted to shared with the univerthe Cal Poly Athletics sity.
Lenz took the C'al
Hall of Fame in 1987
Poly spirit across the
alongside baseball
globe while serving in
great Ozzie Smith.
the United States Navy
for 10 years while on duty in Vietnam in the
late 196l)s and in his career in construction
management where he worked in Saudi Arabia,
Indonesia and the United States, McC'all said.
“It makes me smile knowing that he took the
‘Learn by Doing’ with him everywhere - even
to the C'flympics,” he said.
At the memorial service held Oct. 15 at St.
Peter's Episcopal Church, McC'all said Lenz son
commented on the inmy of his death as his
heart had such a tremendous capacity for giv
ing.
“Eugene’s heart was the thing that impressed
people the most,” he said. “It was so admirable.”
C')ne way Lenz exercised this trait was
through monetary contributions to the educa
tion of students who succeeded him at both C"al
Poly and the church Lenz attended in Santa
Maria.

Lenz was active in setting up C^il Poly’s first
scholarships for swimmers and divers, and was
also the co-founder for the St. Peter’s Youth
Scholarship Fund. The scholarship money to
the church has aided in the education of about
eight students so far, his wife said.
She also said her husband’s contributions to
youth were inspired by “a stmng pixiponent to
education.”
Ciloria Mornard, parish administrator for St.
Peter’s, also said Lenz was a very kindhearted
and generous man.
“Every one in the parish absolutely loved
him,” she said. “C')ne.man told me that the 8
o ’clock service just won’t be the same without
him. He will be deeply missed.”
Along with alumnus Cieoff C^apell, Lenz was
instrumental in the 2004 naming o f the
see Lenz, page 11

Would I travel two hours to
watch a volleyball match? The old
me would say, “You’re jokin’, right?
Hell no!”
But that was before I witnessed
C'al Poly’s upset win over UC'
Santa Barbara on Sept. 24 at Mott
(iym. Since then, I’ve had a change
of heart.
Whether it was the effortless, yet
booming spikes ofVanessa Gilliam,
the spirited and dynamic defense of
Kristin Jackson or the casual but
competitive nature of the team, I
was drawn in.
After the game I asked Ckil Poly’s
head coach Jon Stevenson if his
team had a chance to win the Big
West. Stevenson’s response was
much what 1 expected it to be. Fie
was humble and realistic, though he
cited the win as a landmark victory
for the blossoming program, he
alluded that either Long Beach
State or UC' Santa Barbara would
be the champion this year.
And let’s face it, Stevenson’s
assessment was probably right... at
le.Tst for the moment. The
Mustangs had a successful non
conference campaign, but lacked
wins over big-name programs. Not
to mention the team won just five
matches last year. W'ho could have
expected C!al Poly would be one
game behind the first-place
Gauchos with less than half of the
season remaining?
Stevenson may have been wary
of answering my question w hole
heartedly at the beginning of the
season, but he now talks about
Saturday’s game as a key game for
the Mustangs. Stevenson thinks the
team has a shot at beating the
Ciauchos again, and he thinks the
team can win the Big West. Not
next year, not three years down the
line, but now.
There is something about this
team, something that sparks an
interest. This is a special team, a
special story. Whether or not the
team wins-out and, in doing so,
earns the pmgram’s first conference
title since 1984, this team will be
remembered as successful.
And that brings us to this week
end.
see Frankly, page 11

iCheck out his
W ednesdays at
ju t'.l

